Abstract-Viscoelastic contact interfaces can be found in various robotic components that are covered with a compliant surface (pad) such as anthropomorphic hands, biomimetic haptic/tactile sensors, prostheses, and orthoses. In all these cases, it is desirable to obtain thin and resistant pads with predetermined compliance and damping properties (e.g., mimicking the human skin and pulpy tissues). In order to overcome the limits of homogeneous layers of a soft viscoelastic material, which is commonly used in the aforementioned devices, this paper suggests the adoption of soft pads that are composed of a continuous external layer (skin) coupled with an internal layer having fluid-filled voids. The process to design the pad starts with the selection of a hyperelastic medium with proper tribological features, whose constitutive parameters are determined by numerically fitting nonlinear stress-strain curves under pure homogenous deformations. The optimization of the internal layer morphology is then achieved through nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA) that provides an estimate of hardness and friction influence on the pad static compliance. Finally, the pad is filled with a viscous fluid that is chosen to modify time-dependent phenomena and to increase damping effects. The effectiveness of the procedure is proven by designing and modeling better-behaved artificial pads that mimic human-finger dynamic properties.
an artificial skin with proper stiffness, consistency, color, and shape can enhance the safety and the acceptance of humanoid robots and prosthetic devices (e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] ). In haptic/tactile sensors, the presence of an elastic surface helps to protect the sensory apparatus but modifies the response to external stimuli (e.g., [5] [6] [7] ). Concerning components that have to interact with unknown environments, a soft contact interface can influence the performance of the robot during force/position controlled task, similarly to what happens in human fingers and feet that are covered by pulpy tissues. This last issue is particularly evident when considering sensorized robotic hands that are covered by a viscoelastic pad and are in contact with an object during grasping and manipulation tasks. This type of contact has been defined as viscoelastic contact [8] , [9] and includes a time-dependent (TD) response, due to relaxation or creep phenomena [10] , [11] , in addition to a time-independent (TI), nonlinear, elastic response (for instance, the power law [12] or the exponential law [13] relation between the applied normal load F and the contact deformation δ).
Concerning the particular yet outstanding case of manipulation devices and robotic hands, many benefits of surface compliance have been widely commented in the literature (see, e.g., [14] [15] [16] and [17] for a review). Considering first the TI properties at the contact interface, a local compliance allows shape adaption (conformability), large contact areas (with consequent reduced mechanical stresses and contact pressure), and the capability to exert torque normal to the contact plane [8] . Considering the TD properties, viscoealstic pads allow energy dissipation in the case of shocks or vibrations, an increase in time of the contact area under a constantly applied load, and an increase in time of the sustainable normal torque for a given surface friction (due to a better pressure distribution [8] ).
It is rather obvious to think of the biological model (i.e., human skin and pulpy tissues) as a possible source of inspiration when optimally designing contact interfaces for manipulation devices.
In these directions, noteworthy contributions are present in the literature. For instance, Serina et al. [18] and Jindrich et al. [19] performed experiments to characterize the response of in vivo fingertip pulps under repeated, dynamic, and compressive loads. They observed that the fingertip pulp responds as a viscoelastic material, exhibiting rate-dependence, hysteresis, and a nonlinear force-displacement relationship. Wu et al. [20] studied the interaction between a fingerpad and a flat surface and proposed a 1-D viscoelastic model. Kao et al. [21] performed stiffness analysis that turned out to be useful to model and control robotic manipulators [8] . Similarly, Han and Kawamura [22] investigated the stiffness of the human fingertip as compared with that exhibited by artificial soft fingers. They observed a strong stiffness nonlinearity and proposed two nonlinear compression laws. Kinoshita et al. [23] investigated the effects of tangential torques and tangential forces on the minimum normal forces required to prevent slips. Han et al. [24] investigated the friction of the human finger and compared its behavior with that of artificial pads. They obtained results similar to those proposed by Cutkosky et al. [14] . Shao et al. [25] developed an artificial fingertip with human friction properties that is useful for tactile measurements and interpretations of human tactile feelings. Cabibihan et al. [3] compared the skin compliance, conformance, and hysteresis of typical robotic and prosthetic skin materials concluding that such materials do not exhibit the same qualities as the human-fingertip skin.
However, if the area of study is not limited to the special case of robotic hands and fingers, the functional requirements of an ideal soft cover are hardly definable. For instance, the overall stiffness of a robotic fingertip, which is designed for manipulation purposes, can be different if compared with the stiffness of an arm soft pad, whose main functionality is limited to safety issues. In the same manner, the tribological features (e.g., surface friction and hardness) of a tactile sensor cover can be chosen to enhance specific capabilities such as sensitivity and accuracy [6] , [26] . More generally, it is of paramount importance for the designer to tailor the pad properties to the specific application.
In particular, the objective of this study is to depict design guidelines for the production of fluid-filled structured pads having lower thickness and a higher surface hardness when compared with previously published solutions.
Similar to the human-fingertip anatomical structure, containing biological materials of totally different characteristics, the overall pad thickness is divided into a continuous (hyperelastic) skin layer and an internal layer having communicating voids that are hermetically sealed and filled with a viscous fluid (see Fig. 1 ). The pad overall compliance and damping properties can be varied to a certain extent, according to the application requirements, by purposely shaping the inner layer morphology and by choosing incompressible fluids with increasing viscosity. Besides the complex inner structure, a quasi-linear model [11] (which is suitable for real-time control and frequently used to describe the behavior of soft tissues in real or immersive virtual environments [27] ) can be applied in order to predict the global contact response which is naturally influenced by the rate of application of the external loads or displacements. As a benchmark to prove the effectiveness of the procedure, a better-behaved artificial pad that mimics the human-finger dynamic properties is designed and modeled.
II. GENERAL ASPECTS OF A SOFT-PAD DESIGN
With respect to previous works, the first issue to consider when dealing with design guidelines is which pad geometry better represents a general case. In fact, most of the previous research considered simplified mechanical structures characterized by homogeneous, solid-hemispherical fingertips [12] , [16] . Nevertheless, more recent works have accounted for the presence of an internal rigid core and concerned flat, cylindrical, or hemispherical pads in contact with rigid bodies of different shapes [29] [30] [31] . This situation is more realistic with respect to applications, where an internal rigid structure is present (similarly to biological models) and allows one to draw guidelines that have been proven applicable to the real 3-D shape of the human finger (see, e.g., [32] ).
Therefore, in the following, in order to make the results directly comparable with previous investigations, the items to be tested were designed with the same dimensions adopted in [27] and [28] , i.e., homogeneous specimens of different material and Fig. 3 . Experimental results [27] . Displacement (in millimeters) versus normal load (in Newtons) for the distal, medial, and proximal phalanges of a human finger (also from [20] and [13] ) and for soft pads with different hardness (materials A and B) and different thickness t. Material A = soft silicon rubber (hardness 18 Shore A). Material B = very soft silicon rubber (hardness 20 Shore 00). thickness (1.5, 3, and 6 mm), shaped as in Fig. 2 . Each pad has a constant outer diameter of 20 mm and a constant soft layer thickness, the rigid core diameter varying accordingly. The pads are bonded to the rigid core so that no sliding happens on the inner boundary. A desired displacement is then imposed to a rigid flat surface which is compressed against the hemispherical part of the pad, measuring the subsequent reaction force [forcedisplacement (FD) relationship]. Measurements are carried out in quasi-static (see Fig. 3 ) and dynamic (see Fig. 4 ) conditions (see Section VIII). Note that Fig. 4 shows both FD curves and displacement time history imposed to the pads.
A. Soft Cover Quasi-Static Properties
Concerning the TI properties of the pad (compliance, hardness, and overall thickness), as shown in Fig. 3 , the parameters that mainly contribute to the pad compliance, for a given external geometry, are as follows.
1) The material hardness: A higher material hardness, which is beneficiary in terms of surface reliability, signifies lower compliance.
2) The layer thickness: A higher thickness signifies higher compliance which is beneficiary in terms of safety. Concerning robotic and prosthetic hands, it can increase grasp stability/sustainability. On the other hand, high pad thickness signifies high overall limb dimension. As a matter of fact, thickness reduction is a significant goal of the robotic limb designer who cannot easily reduce the overall size of the internal rigid core (hosting actuators, transmissions, sensors, etc.) but want to obtain slender biomimetic limbs at the same time. As an example, let us consider the behavior of the human finger (distal, medial, and proximal phalanges), which is shown on the left diagram in Fig. 3 . In order to replicate the compression behavior of the human fingertip, it is necessary to employ a very soft silicon rubber (hardness 20 Shore 00) with very high thickness (6 mm). Usually, the adopted pad design is a tradeoff between the need of slender robotic limbs and good material properties. Still, it is sometimes impossible to tailor the pad compliance to the specific application by simply using a homogenous layer.
B. Soft Cover Time-Dependent Properties
Concerning the pad TD properties, it is postulated [9] that the material displays latency in response to external influences, thanks to its microscopical structure (rearrangement of atoms, holes, or polymeric chains); in some cases, for a given thickness, materials with higher hardness (see the gel in Fig. 4 ) can display stronger viscoelastic properties when compared with softer materials (silicone rubber) that can behave quasi-elastically (i.e., their FD curves are not affected by the velocity of indentation, and the energy dissipated during a loading-unloading cycle (hysteresis) is negligible). Note that, in general, stress relaxation, creep, recovery, and hysteresis are different aspects of the same viscoelastic behavior [33] .
Therefore, it is sometimes impossible to tailor the pad TD properties (damping) to the specific application by simply using a homogenous viscoelastic solid. As an example, consider the behavior of the human fingertip [13] , which is somehow similar to Pad I B (made of silicone, material B in Fig. 3 ) in terms of compliance, somewhere in between Pad I B and Pad I C (made of gel) in terms of viscoelasticity, and harder than both Pad I B and Pad I C . Hence, considering the specific application to mimic the human-finger properties, it is necessary to produce a multilayered artificial pad with enhanced hardness, compliance, and viscoelasticiy when compared with the mentioned homogenous pad shaped around a rigid core. In addition, if the pad needs to be used in robotic applications, a lower thickness would be preferable.
Alternative criteria, which is different from the bio-inspired ones, for the selection of the pad TD properties might be the optimization of grasping stability by means of the damping properties introduced by both control system and pads. In [34] , the choice of the system damping, concerning a robotic hand that manipulates an object, is faced considering both the contribution of the control system and of the pads, with the general objective of guaranteeing the passivity of the whole system [35] . This approach can be exploited to define the optimal pad TD Plot obtained by using a quasi-linear model whose parameters are numerically fitted over experimental data [20] , [27] . Note that the left diagram (in (a) and (b), respectively) represents the FD relationship, whereas the lower-right diagram represents the imposed displacement time history. properties, minimizing the control-induced damping and, therefore, the overall control effort.
III. FLUID-FILLED STRUCTURES TO MODIFY THE PAD PROPERTIES
Looking for alternative solutions to homogenous soft covers, it is proposed to use structured pads with differentiated layer design (DLD), that is, the adoption of a single elastic material, dividing the overall thickness of the pad into layers with different structural designs (i.e., an external continuous skin layer coupled with an internal layer with voids). The purpose is to modify the actual pad compliance, in particular, given the material and the allowable pad thickness to increase the apparent compliance with respect to a nonstructured pad according to the design and distribution of internal voids. The basic concept of a differentiated structure pad is sketched in Fig. 1(b) . . Hence, for a given material, a shape optimization of the inner layer allows the generation of purposely shaped FD curves, with great help to the robotic limb designer, who could plan distribution of local compliance according to the different functions and constraints of various parts of the robotic device. In addition, such compliance modification can be done without changing the adopted material, with great advantages in terms of continuity of the robotic limb surface.
Concerning the pad TD properties, it is reasonable to think that the presence of a fluid (e.g., air) within the pad structure can alter the pad response to dynamic loading. In order to increase the damping properties of the pad, it is, therefore, suggested to hermetically seal the internal layer voids (which are purposely shaped to obtain a desired compliance) and, in this case, fill them with an incompressible viscous fluid. Fig. 1 shows a soft pad (3-D model and prototype) with fluidfilled structure and DLD mounted on a rigid core. The fluid is hermetically sealed by means of girdles. The pad is composed of an external uniform layer with hemispherical geometry and an intermediate layer with fluid-filled voids. Similar to the results reported in [28] , the pad outer diameter is 20 mm, and its overall thickness is 3 mm (which is dramatically reduced when compared with the results shown in Figs. 3 and 4) .
A. Soft Pad Design Steps
In summary, for a given pad geometry and thickness, the purpose is to tailor the pad properties to the specific application by the following.
1) selecting a skin material that is characterized by proper tribological features (hardness); 2) designing an inner layer geometry [see Fig. 1(b) ] to obtain a specific static compliance (increased with respect to a nonstructured pad); 3) hermetically sealing the inner layer voids and, in this case, fill them with fluid to modify the TD phenomena (such as creep, stress relaxation, recovery time, and energy dissipation). In the following sections (i.e., Sections IV-VI), the aforementioned design steps are discussed in detail.
IV. SELECTION OF A SKIN MATERIAL WITH PROPER HARDNESS
Following the conceptual procedure outlined in Section I, the design of the pad starts with the selection of a suitable polymer with proper hardness. Two solutions have been considered. 1) Silicone rubber Wacker ELASTOSIL RT 623 A/B: This is a two-component silicone that vulcanizes at room temperature whose hardness can be varied in a very wide range by adding a third component (silicone fluid AK). Concerning the restricted range of displacements/velocities and pad thickness considered in this paper, its behavior can be reasonably approximated as hyperelastic [36] . . By using rapid prototyping or injection moulding, the intermediate layer can be obtained with various geometries with exception of closed-cell structures. In fact, concerning rapid prototyping, a removable wax must be deposited as a sustaining additional material in the case of negative slope of the lateral surfaces. Concerning injection moulding, the possible geometries are limited by the extraction of the mould. In addition, silicon pad must be carefully cured in order to avoid the presence of air within the mould.
Nonetheless, besides the technological limitations and production difficulties, the pad geometries that are depicted in Fig. 5 are realizable with both materials. Having a similar hardness to human thumb (about 25 Shore A), Tango Plus Fullcure 930 is preferred for the production of the pads. 
V. DESIGN OF THE INNER LAYER GEOMETRY

A. Determination of the Material Constitutive Parameters via Unified Tests
The optimization of the internal layer morphology is achieved through nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA) that provides an estimate of hardness and friction influence on the pad static compliance and accounts for the effect of the changing contact area. To this respect, a constitutive law for the pad material is required as a key input into the FEA model. Concerning the silicone rubber, constitutive parameters are known (see [36] , Tab. I). Concerning the photosensitive polymer, a literature survey demonstrates a lack of details in the technical knowledge of such a material. Therefore, an experimental campaign becomes necessary.
As reported in [37] , multiple modes of deformation are required to assess the material constants that define the hyperelastic stress-strain relationship in quasi-static conditions.
The tests that are used in this investigation are cyclic uniaxial tension (UT), uniaxial compression (UC), and pure shear (PS) (i.e., pure homogenous deformations; see the Appendix). 1 The material is reasonably considered incompressible. The specimen was mounted on a tensile stage (GALDABINI SUN 500) capable of measuring lengths and tensile/compressive forces with an accuracy of less than 10 μm and 0.01 N, respectively; the room temperature was 21
• C; the velocity of the tensile stage was set to 10 mm/min.
The specimen geometry and loading cycles were as follows: increasing strain level, i.e., 25%, and 80% (six loading cycles in total). Test data, which is reported in Fig. 6 , are then numerically fitted with a five-degree polynomial (see the dotted curve in Fig. 6 ), which has been used to identify the parameters of the Ogden strain-energy (see the Appendix) functions by means of the least-squares technique (note that several different sets of data must be fitted together).
Let (λ UC , P UC ), (λ UT , P UT ), and (λ PS , P PS ) be the measured pairs of data values that concern UC, UT, and PS tests,
t be the vector of unknown material parameters, and P UC (λ UC , T), P UT (λ UT , T), and P PS (λ PS , T) be the theoretical stress value as given by (19) (see the Appendix). The vector T might be found by minimizing min ( P UC − P UC 2 2 + P UT − P UT 2 2
where the symbol · 2 2 identifies the squared 2-norm of a vector. For the purposes of this paper, the function lsqcurvefit in the Optimization Toolbox of MATLAB has been used [37] . Fig. 7 shows the Ogden and Mooney-Rivlin best fit of the test data up to 50% strain. It should be noted that 1) the Ogden model better fits the experimental data when compared with the simpler Mooney-Rivlin model and that 2) an acceptable fit of the test data up to 120% strain can be achieved admitting higher fitting errors. However, for the purpose of our study, a 50% strain is sufficient in order to predict the pad behavior under contact conditions. The constitutive parameters of the photosensitive polymer are shown in Table II .
B. Geometry Optimization by Means of Finite Element Analysis
As widely commented, DLD represents an efficient way to alter the pad apparent stiffness at will of the designer. In addition, design optimization through FEA can allow the generation of purposely shaped FD curves.
The models depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 (showing pad undeformed and deformed shape, respectively) are ordered by decreasing compliance for a given material, and they have been developed as a proof of concept on the base of intuition. The purpose is to show that the pad static compliance can be increased at will of the designer by modifying the inner layer geometry once the material and the overall pad thickness have been defined (the material being chosen on the basis of its hardness, and the thickness being chosen on the basis of the application encumbrance requirements).
The simulating software that is chosen for this analysis is AN-SYS Classic 12.0. Whenever geometry and loads allow adoption of a bidimensional axissymmetric model instead of tridimensional ones, the computational cost is lower [e.g., Fig. 8(a)-(c) ] In this case, PLANE182 is the element that is used to mesh the model. This bidimensional element has quadrilateral shape, is composed of four nodes, and ensures good performances simulating finite deformations. CONTA172 and TARGE169 are the elements chosen for the contact pairs.
In the case of internal layer geometry that employs a series of inclined microbeams, the model does not present an axisymmetric geometry. Nonetheless, the existence of symmetry planes in model geometry, material properties, and applied loads allows the use of a section of the component, once proper boundary conditions (symmetric boundary conditions) are applied to the cut plane (i.e., cut faces are not allowed to defect out of the plane of symmetry). The simulation is then based on a circular slice of the entire geometry as shown in Fig. 8(d) . In this case, SOLID187 is the element that is used to mesh the model. This element is a higher order 3-D, 10-node element with quadratic displacement behavior and is well suited to model irregular meshes (such as those produced in this analysis). The element is defined by ten nodes having three degrees of freedom (DOF) at each node: translations in the nodal x-, y-, and z-directions. The element has plasticity, hyperelasticity, creep, stress stiffening, large deflection, and large strain capabilities. CONTA174 and TARGE170 are the elements that are chosen for the contact pairs.
With regard to solution controls, the element's technology is based on the selective reduced integration method (also named B method) that helps preventing volumetric mesh locking in nearly incompressible cases, where a purely hydrostatic pressure can be added without changing the displacement history. In such a case, the displacement field is augmented with a hydrostatic pressure field using a mixed (hybrid) formulation named mixed U/P formulation [38] that allows us to spawn mesh without volumetric incompressibility problems. Meshed models and dimensions are shown in Fig. 8 : green elements for rigid core and rigid wall, purple elements for a hyperelastic soft layer, and red color for constraints and displacements. In order to investigate the pad response, a displacement in the y (vertical) direction is imposed to the rigid wall, and a measurable reaction force is generated on the rigid core on which the soft pad is mounted. The software is only capable of solving nonlinear problems if loads are divided into small substeps. As a consequence, it is possible to analyze a gradual application of displacements and relative reaction force's variation, but the simulation is still static. The subdivision is not time dependent.
The parameters of the Ogden strain-energy functions that are reported in Tables I and II Similar to previously published results [36] , [39] , the simulations include a simple Coulomb friction model which is easier to handle than other friction laws presented in the literature (for example, [40] ) and allows a better prediction of the experimental values (see Section VIII). In order to reproduce the following experimental tests, different friction coefficients μ C are used. The friction coefficients between outer pad surface/rigid wall and inner pad surface/inner rigid core are determined by conducting the angle-of-repose experiment using a rectangular rubber specimen. The implemented values are μ = 0.1 and μ C = 0.4. Note that petroleum jelly was applied to the rigid wall to reduce friction. Fig. 9 shows the Von Mises stress field for Pad II, Pad III, and Pad IV, respectively. Fig. 10 shows the overall Pad compliance at varying geometry and material. If silicone rubber is chosen, a possible geometry that shows quasi-static behavior similar to that of the human finger is depicted by Pad II. On the other hand, Pad IV becomes preferable when a material with a higher surface hardness, like the photosensitive polymer, is used. In the following, dynamic modeling will be performed on the optimal Pad IV made of photosensitive polymer.
VI. SELECTION AND INTEGRATION OF AN INCOMPRESSIBLE VISCOUS FLUID
The soft pads are filled with an incompressible viscous fluid in order to alter their viscoelastic properties. The addition of such fluid complicates the realization of the pad on one hand but possibly enhances its TD properties (energy dissipation in the case of shocks and vibrations and recovery time and grasp stability/sustainability in the case of an application on robotic hands). In [25] , the pad viscoelasticity is varied by mixing a silicone gel base and an elastomer, although it loses the knowledge of the material mechanical properties each time the percentage of the constituent is changed. Differently from using a given viscoelastic solid, the proposed solution allows the robotic limb designer to modify the pad properties, while maintaining the same structure and thickness. Besides the study of a simple DLD pad hermetically sealed (Pad IV C ), two different fluidfilled pads are tested (see Section VIII). . Another aspect to be considered in the selection of the viscous fluid is the potential integration of tactile sensors. Among the possible sensing techniques adoptable for the implementation of this kind of devices, some examples of tactile sensors that are based on the measurement of the capacitance variation due to the deformation of the fluid-filled pad are reported in the literature [41] , [42] . This tactile sensing technique implies the use of nonconductive fluids and of time-varying, usually sinusoidal, excitation signals (easing the capacitance measurement and avoiding electrolysis effects in the fluid). Moreover, this sensing technique matches with the nonconductive nature of the skin materials.
In addition, weakly conductive fluids can be adopted [7] : In this case, electric impedance variation is used as an indirect measurement of the pad deformation. Tactile sensors could be integrated into pad also by adding a conductive dopant, such as grafite, both in the fluid and in the skin material or by selecting proper conductive materials [43] . This way, a conductive medium is obtained whose resistance variation, due to the pad deformation caused by the pressure map on the pad surface, can be measured [44] , [45] . Finally, optoelectronic tactile sensors [46] can be integrated: In this case, the internal structure and the fluid must be transparent to the light's wavelength employed by the optoelectronic components (e.g., infrared light).
These components can be placed in correspondence to the internal voids, and a reflective coating can be adopted in the internal part of the skin. Such coating allows both a reflection of the light from the source to the receiver and the isolation of the sensing part from external disturbance sources.
VII. SOFT PAD DYNAMIC MODELING
The pad viscoelastic behavior is analyzed using the simple and well-known Fung's model in order to assess its applicability in the case of fluid-filled structures. In particular, the same model has been used in [8] and [27] to predict the behavior of homogenous pads made of viscoelastic solids.
A. Theoretical Background
In the general case, the force response to a step change in displacement δ 0 (or, dually, the displacement response to a step change in force F 0 ) depends on time t as well as on the value of the step itself, i.e.,
The functions Ψ (relaxation function) and Φ (creep compliance) depend, respectively, on the imposed displacement δ or force F as well as on the time t. Creep and relaxation phenomena are two aspects of the same viscoelastic behavior and are obviously related [10] . In order to compare with previously published results (e.g., [13] , [20] , and [27] ), the following analysis studies the relaxation phenomena following an imposed displacement. Nevertheless, the same arguments apply if a force is applied and creep phenomena are investigated. In order to simplify the analysis, Fung [11] formulated the following form for the relaxation function:
where F (e) (δ) is the elastic response, that is, the amplitude of the force generated instantaneously by a displacement δ, while g(t), which is called reduced relaxation function, describes the timedependent behavior of the material. The force that is produced by an infinitesimal displacement dδ(τ ), which is superposed in a state of displacement δ at an instant of time τ , is for t > τ
and, considering Fung's hypothesis, which is expressed in (4), one achieves
By applying a modified superposition principle, which is discussed in [10] and [11] , the total force at the instant t is the sum of the contributions of all the past changes, i.e.,
where the term
is the elastic stiffness, anḋ δ(τ ) is the rate of displacement. The lower limit of the integral Fig. 11 . Trajectory of displacement used to determine the model constants: "ramp-hold" test.
is zero (and not −∞) assuming that the contact occurs at time t = 0 and F (e) = 0, δ = 0 for t < 0. The relaxation function g(t) is a decreasing, continuous function of time, normalized to 1 at t = 0. It is composed of a linear combination of exponential functions (Prony series) 
whose exponents ν i identify the rate of the relaxation phenomena and, considering homogenous structures, the coefficients c i depends on the chosen material. Note that ν 0 = 0. The number r and the value of such parameters depend on the behavior of the system under analysis. The nonlinear elastic response F (e) (δ) can be approximated by the force response in a loading experiment with a sufficiently high rate of displacement. The force F (e) differs from the steady-state response of the material for the constant c 0 , and it can be modeled as
B. Numerical Fitting of the Model Constants
The values for the constants m, b, v i , and c i can be assessed by imposing a "ramp-hold" displacement history to the pad specimens (see Fig. 11 ) and measuring the resultant compressive force.
In particular, the fitting procedure proposed in [27] is composed of two steps.
1) At first, the specimens are pressed against a rigid surface by imposing a given displacement δ at increasing speedδ. A sufficiently highδ = γ * is determined, upon which the TD effects are negligible, (i.e., forδ → ∞ the response of the material is similar to that to an ideal step). This forcedisplacement profile is taken as a good approximation of the purely elastic response F (e) and can be used to determine m, b.
2) Once γ * , m, b are known, the values for v i , c i are determined by analyzing the force response to the "hold phase" of the imposed trajectories. Nevertheless, the application of very high displacement rates can be problematic as long as it can induce shock waves (especially when dealing with fluid-filled structures) and inertial forces that influence the force measurement. Therefore, the fit- ting technique that is addressed in [47] is preferred. Note that if the reduced relaxation function expressed by (8) is used, (7) can be easily solved concerning both the ramp phase and the hold phase of the experimental test. Let us consider a constant velocity indentation of the specimen starting at t = 0 with the pad barely touching the platen (uninflected configuration). From t = 0 to t = t 0 , there is a constant linear increase in displacement with slope γ (velocity of indentation). The total displacement at any time during the ramp is simply δ = γt. Thus, for this time frame, the total force F 1 (t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ t 0 is given by
On the other hand, the force response, from t 0 to the end of the experiment, includes the force history up to t 0 plus the force history from t 0 onward. However, since the displacement rate from t 0 onward is zero, the total force F 2 (t) for t > t 0 is given by 
The model parameters are then determined by minimizing the following objective function: Table III .
where F 1 and F 2 are the forces of the real system for 0 ≤ t ≤ t 0 and for t > t 0 , respectively (measured data), whereas F 1 and F 2 are the modeled forces for 0 ≤ t ≤ t 0 and for t > t 0 , respectively. The aforementioned procedure allows the reduction of the maximum indentation to γ < γ * (see the dashed line in Fig. 11 ). In the following, the parameter r will be chosen such that r ≤ 3. A "ramp-hold" test having γ =20 mm/s is used to determe the system constants m, b, v i , c i . The behavior of the pads at different values of γ is predicted on the basis of those same constants. Experimental results, which are depicted in the following section, confirm the validity of the proposed technique.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
A. Experimental Setup
In order to asses the validity of the proposed design guidelines, different fluid-filled pads were tested against the behavior of the human fingertip, whose dynamic response was predicted by means of data taken from the literature [13] , [20] . The adopted experimental setup is visible in Fig. 12 , and it is composed of a linear motor (Linmot P01-23×80) equipped with a high-resolution position sensor (1 μm being the resolution). The motor slider is directly connected with a load cell that supports a 35 mm×35 mm flat rigid platen weighting 10 g. A general-purpose digital signal processor board is used to implement a basic position controller (with a sampling time of 1 ms). This way, proper trajectories are applied to the platen, which is pressed against the soft fingerpad imposing a controlled deformation. Through the load cell (characterized by a structural stiffness of 242.000 N/mm, an overall weight of 11 g, and an accuracy of 0.1 N), the normal component of the contact force is continuously monitored. The maximum acceleration that is imposed to the platen in all the experiments is about 1000 mm/s 2 , resulting in a maximum inertial force of 0.01 N (reasonably neglecting the inertial effect due to the pad deformation). Inertial forces, which are not captured by the load cell, are therefore disregarded.
Similar to [20] , the experimental analysis is performed by compressing the pad to a displacement of 1.6 mm using six different rates of loading (0.1, 1, 10, 20, 30, and 100 mm/s), as depicted in Fig. 13 . The maximum displacement of the pad (1.6 mm) is held constant for approximately 30 s, allowing the response forces of the fingertip to stabilize. The platen displacement is then reduced to 0.80 mm at a speed of 1.00 mm/s, and the displacement (0.80 mm) is held constant for another 30 s.
The static behavior of the pad is simply measured by imposing a ramp with a velocity of 0.1 mm/s. The results are compared with numerical data that are obtained through FEA and with data that concern the human finger indented as described in [20] . It can be seen that a 3-mm-thick DLD pad represents a substantial step forward in human-finger mimicry in terms of stiffness, when compared with previously published solutions, where different materials and higher pad thickness were used. The experimental results are well captured by the FEA models, the error obviously increasing at increasing imposed displacement. Note that, concerning a 3-mm pad, a compression of 1.6 mm as shown in Fig. 14 corresponds to more than 50% engineering strain imposed to the pad. Fig. 15(a) shows the experimental and numerical results for the DLD pad filled with lubricant oil (Pad IV D ), whereas Fig. 15(b) shows the experimental and calculated results for the DLD pad filled with glycerin (Pad IV E ). It can be seen that the well-known Fung's model is capable of capturing the 1-D viscoelastic behavior of the fluid-filled pads proving that, even if the design can become more complicated when compared with a uniform pad, the modeling procedure (used in graps and manipulation control algorithm [27] ) could remain unaltered. Fig. 16(a) shows the FD curves at low and high velocities (0.1, 100 mm/s, respectively) for the human fingertip and for Pads IV C , IV D , and IV E , whereas Fig. 16(b) shows the pad hysteretic behavior in response to sinusoidal displacement input. It can be seen that a fluid-filled soft pad better mimics the human-finger behavior when compared with previous solutions (see Fig. 4 ). Note that the effect of the lubricant oil is barely noticeable. A possible interpretation is that the presence of oil increases the pad viscosity on one side but decreases the friction of the inner layer microbeams in contact with the rigid core. Finally, numerical results for the model constants are reported in Table III for a human finger (H) (from [13] ) and for Pads IV A , IV B , IV C , IV D , and IV E .
B. Results and Analysis
Work in progress includes the following: 1) in-depth investigation of pad's compatibility with different types of tactile sensors; 2) investigation of the properties of different incompressible fluids at varying temperature; and 3) detailed multiphysic FEA of the proposed designs.
IX. CONCLUSION
A novel soft viscoelastic pad that is based on fluid-filled structures has been presented along with focused engineering methods that allow the pad properties to be tailored to the specific application. Experimental tests, which are performed on artificial fingertips to be used on robotic hands, show that the proposed concept can work and is technologically feasible. When compared with previously published solutions that try to mimic the human-thumb properties, the proposed fluid-filled pad has several advantages, namely, 1) less overall thickness; 2) higher surface hardness; 3) possibility to alter the pad properties without losing surface continuity and adopted skin material; and 4) predictable overall compression behavior. In fact, besides the complex inner structure, the fingertip response to an imposed normal displacement can be predicted through simple 1-D models suitable for control. As a matter of fact, reduction of soft cover thickness signifies the possibility to host actuators, transmissions, and sensors within endoskeletal robotic fingers, thus obtaining slender, biomimetic, limbs. In addition, the capability to tailor the pad compliance and damping properties to the given application allows the minimization of the controlinduced damping and, therefore, the overall control effort.
APPENDIX CONSTITUTIVE MODELS FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE HYPERELASTIC MEDIUM
A hyperelastic material postulates the existence of a Helmholtz free-energy function Ψ, which is defined per unit volume in the undeformed configuration. The scalar value Ψ is called the strain-energy function if it depends only on the deformation of the material (for instance, Ψ = Ψ(F)), where F is the deformation gradient tensor that maps an infinitesimal vector in the undeformed configuration dx to a corresponding material vector dx in the deformed configuration, that is (index notation)
The eigenvalues of F are called the principal stretches λ 1,2,3 . The corresponding eigenvectors are called principal directions of stretch and define an orthonormal basis along which the principal stretches are measured. One defines as pure homogeneous deformations the deformations for which the principal axes of stretch do not vary in direction relative to an inertial frame either with position in the body (homogenous deformation) or with strain (pure deformation). Simple tension, i.e., PS, and equibiaxial tension are pure homogeneous deformations [48] . In such a case, the deformation gradient tensors during deformation are diagonal with diagonal elements being the principal stretches (F ij = λ j δ ij , δ ij being the Kronecker delta). Note that many (but not all) nonlinear elastic models write the strain-energy function in terms of principal stretches, i.e., Ψ = Ψ(λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ).
To a good engineering approximation, the rubber materials that are used for soft pads can be considered incompressible. In such a case [49] , detF = J = λ 1 λ 2 λ 3 = 1 ⇒ λ 3 = (λ 1 λ 2 ) −1 . Having defined a strain-energy function for an incompressible medium, the Cauchy stress tensor can be found by [49] 
The scalar p is an indeterminate Lagrange multiplier. The constraint associated with the Lagrange multiplier is, in fact, the incompressibility condition J − 1 = 0. The scalar p may only be determined from equilibrium conditions or boundary conditions and represents a reaction stress that is workless for every motion compatible with the incompressibility constraint. Therefore, it can be physically interpreted as a hydrostatic pressure (that in fact does not produce any deformations on perfectly incompressible materials). A widely known strain-energy function, for incompressible isotropic hyperelastic materials, is given by the Ogden model, which postulates that
where N is the model's order, and μ p , α p are the material parameters to be determined experimentally, i.e., curve fitted over experimental stress/stretch data [the condition λ 1 λ 2 λ 3 = 1 being imposed to simplify (15) ]. Considerations of physically realistic response and material stability lead to the inequalities μ i α i > 0 for each i = 1, ..., N (no sum over i), where the condition is not necessary for every i if N ≥ 3 [37] .
Simpler models, i.e., Mooney-Rivlin model and NeoHookean model, are obtained from (15) 
The first Piola-Kirchoff (or nominal or engineering) (PK) stress is simply given by P = σ(F −1 ) and represents a force measure per unit surface area defined in the reference (undeformed) configuration. When testing rubber, this is the typical stress measurement that is made as long as the force is constantly monitored via the load cell, but typically, the cross-sectional area is measured in the reference configuration only.
In order to prepare for comparison of the Ogden model with experiments, the equations to which (16) reduces in simple tension and PS are derived.
Simple Tension: Citing from [48] , let λ 1 = λ be the stretch ratio in the direction of elongation, and letσ 1 = σ be the corresponding principal Cauchy stress. The other two principal stresses are zero since no lateral forces are applied; so, by virtue of the incompressibility constraint, λ 2 = λ 3 = λ 
Note that the condition of simple compression is characterized by 0 < λ 1 < 1 and leads to negative stress values. PS: Citing from [48] , in PS, one of the principal extension ratios is held fixed, say λ 2 = 1. Setting λ 1 = λ and λ 3 = λ −1 , the stress-strain relations of (16) reduce to
Concerning PK stress, simple calculations lead to the following expression that turns useful when numerically fitting experimental stress-stretch curves:
where K = 1 for PS, and K = 2 for simple tension/compression. The specimen for material characterization is shown in Fig. 17 . A discussion on the connection between Fung's and Ogden models can be found in [50] .
